Patient comfort from the technologist perspective: factors to consider in mammographic imaging

Abstract: A sample size of 280 certified mammography technologists were surveyed to understand what factors affect patient discomfort during breast imaging. Given mammography technologists’ level of patient involvement, they are uniquely positioned to observe factors that affect patient comfort. The findings suggest that according to technologists, multiple factors, including patient ethnicity, breast density, previous biopsy and lumpectomy experience, as well as psychological factors, impact breast discomfort during mammography. Additionally, with respect to imaging protocols, technologists attributed 80% of moderate-to-extreme discomfort to “length of compression time” (27%) and “compression force” (53%). Technologists also attributed “pinching at chest wall” and “hard edges of breast platform” to “very high” discomfort significantly more times (P<0.05) than “coolness and edges of paddle”. These findings confirm some of what has been reported to date and challenge other findings. Given that recent decline in breast cancer mortality has been attributed to improvements in early detection and treatment, approaches to reduce discomfort should be considered in order to promote screening compliance. Although more research is needed, it is apparent that the patient experience of comfort and pain during mammography is an area warranting increased research and solutions.
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Past discomfort research

It is generally accepted that survival is lower among women with more advanced stages of breast cancer at diagnosis. When detected and treated early, the 5-year relative survival for localized breast cancer is 99% and for regional disease, it is 85%. If the cancer has spread to distant organs, the 5-year survival drops to 26%. Recent decline in breast cancer mortality has been attributed to patient education, resulting in improvements in both early detection and treatment. To this end, it is critical that candidates for screening are receiving routine mammograms to assure the earliest detection of breast cancer. Yet, the US Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) data show that >30% of women aged >40 years in the US have not had a mammogram in the past 2 years. A review of previous research shows some connection between anxiety about pain and discomfort felt during mammography and the reluctance to comply with screening guidelines. Opportunities to increase comfort during screening should be considered to encourage participation in routine screening and to increase early detection of cancer.

A number of studies have been conducted with a focus on better understanding patient discomfort during mammography. De Groot et al reported that a new compression procedure based on a standard mean contact area pressure reduces patient-reported pain and discomfort during mammography without sacrificing quality images or increasing radiation dose. More specifically, with the use of a pressure-based protocol, painful or
uncomfortable overcompression in small breasts is avoided. Rutter et al conducted a survey-based study of women and found that the most important predictor of pain was the previous expectation of pain and that discomfort had little effect on satisfactory or subsequent screenings.

However, in a study by Kornruth et al, 91% of women reported having some degree of pain during a mammogram (in the low-to-moderate range). This finding was different from the Rutter et al study and is likely a function of the pain scales used. However, the Kornruth et al study provided predictors to pain. The two variables that were shown to consistently predict pain were: 1) pain at the last mammogram and 2) breast density, which was rated on a 4-point scale from fatty to dense. These findings differ from those of Bruyninckx et al who found that anxiety, breast density and compression rate were not significant in contributing to patient discomfort.

In a 2000 study by Keemers-Gels et al., the authors carried out a study on pain that focused on various historical, sociodemographic and situational factors that may affect pain during screening. Of the women surveyed, 72.9% reported mammograms to be mild to severely painful. The factors that predicted breast pain were: 1) sensitive breasts; 2) a family history of breast disease; 3) sensitivity of breasts during the 3 days prior to the examination and 4) insufficient attention of technologists.

A more recent survey conducted by Padoan et al highlighted that “fear of pain” was a factor that affects screening compliance. In a study conducted by Engelman et al, one of the seven primary themes affecting mammography satisfaction in addition to discomfort/pain during examination was “treatment by the technologist”.

With respect to investigations of the relationship between ethnicity and mammogram discomfort, different approaches have been taken. For instance, Whelehan et al reported that 25%--46% of English women cited “pain” to be the reason they did not return for their following yearly mammogram. In 2004, Asghari and Nicholas conducted a study aimed at understanding the coping strategies for Iranian women as it relates to pain and discomfort. This study found that women who were more apprehensive and attempted to use more coping strategies actually experienced more pain during their screening.

**Technologist perspective**

Past research on patient comfort and pain during breast screenings and diagnostic imaging has been mixed in terms of the factors that impact the experience. Most of the research conducted to date is from the patients’ perspective. This study looked at patient comfort from the technologist’s perspective, a group whose frequent contact with patients makes them uniquely qualified. Depending on breast imaging center patient volume, a mammography technologist in the US can screen >20 patients in a day. This experience uniquely positions technologists to observe factors that may affect patient comfort and screening compliance.

Thus, this study had three primary objectives: 1) to understand what factors may be influencing patient comfort during breast imaging; 2) to understand if discomfort during imaging may be affecting screening compliance and 3) to identify areas of opportunities for manufacturers to consider to decrease patient discomfort in an effort to increase screening compliance.

**Methods**

**Participants**

A total of 280 Mammography Quality Standards Act (MQSA)-certified mammography technologists across the US participated in this survey, of whom 20% conduct >20 screens/day and 50% conduct between 10 and 20 screens/day on average.

**Materials and procedure**

A survey was developed to understand what factors appear to technologists to affect patient discomfort during breast imaging. Areas of investigation around discomfort included: 1) ethnicity; 2) size and type of breasts (using the American College of Radiology [ACR] Breast Imaging Reporting and Data System [BI-RADS] categories for breast density) and past history with mammograms; 3) general imaging processes (ie, holding breath, compression) and 4) psychological factors.

**Ethnicity**

Technologists were asked to report their perception of the level of discomfort experienced by various demographic groups during breast imaging. Technologists reported discomfort levels for the following: 1) Asian; 2) African American; 3) Hispanic; 4) non-Hispanic White; 5) younger patients aged <50 years and 6) older patients aged >70 years. With respect to discomfort ratings, a rating scale was developed that focused on the use of the term discomfort, as it has been demonstrated in past literature that discomfort “is more sensitive at lower noxious stimulus levels”. The following discomfort scale was used: no discomfort, little discomfort, some discomfort, moderate discomfort, somewhat high discomfort, high discomfort, very high discomfort and extreme discomfort.
Size and type of breasts and mammogram history

Technologists provided discomfort ratings for patients with various types of breasts: 1) small-breasted patients (permits imaging with smaller compression paddle); 2) large-breasted patients (requires larger compression paddle); 3) dense-breasted patients (BI-RADS rating C or D); 4) fatty-breasted patients (BI-RADS rating A or B); 5) patients with implants and 6) patients with prior biopsies or lumpectomies. The rating scale included no discomfort, little discomfort, some discomfort, moderate discomfort, somewhat high discomfort, high discomfort, very high discomfort and extreme discomfort.

Imaging processes

The standard mammogram comprises the same basic steps, regardless of breast size, type or other physical characteristics of the patient. Technologists were asked to rate the level of patient discomfort experienced as a function of this protocol (ie, using the scale very low, low, neutral, high or very high). Of particular interest were: 1) the requirement to “stop breathing”; 2) the length of time under compression; 3) compression force and 4) breast sticking to the platform.

Psychological factors

Technologists were asked to rate how much impact “proper communication of exam expectations” would have on patient discomfort (ie, using the scale very low, low, neutral, high or very high) in addition to other considerations such as mood lighting, softer paddles, calming music and aromatherapy.

Data analyses

Kruskal–Wallis tests (a nonparametric alternative to the analysis of variance [ANOVA]) were conducted on all data to test for significant differences. Mann–Whitney U tests (for multiple comparisons) were used to determine direction of significance where applicable.

Results and discussion

Discomfort as a function of ethnicity and age

Younger patients were reported to have significantly more discomfort (moderate-to-extreme discomfort) than the other groups (P<0.05; Figure 1). Figure 1 provides the number of technologists reporting specific demographic groups experiencing “moderate-to-extreme” amounts of discomfort during screening.

Among the different ethnic groups, Asian women were reported to be most sensitive. This may be attributed to, in part, the nature of most Asian women’s breasts. Technologists report this group to be “dense” in nature. This would be consistent with the Kornguth et al’ finding that breast density is a primary predictor of breast discomfort during imaging.

Discomfort as a function of breast type

Consistent with findings regarding Asian women, technologists reported dense-breasted patients experienced discomfort at a significantly higher level (P<0.05) than the other groups with the exception of those women who have had prior procedures (Figure 2). A similar trend was found between women with small breasts versus large breasts, whereby small-breasted women were reported to have more discomfort than large-breasted women; however, it was not statistically significant (P=0.08). Figure 2 provides the number of technologists reporting specific breast types experiencing “moderate-to-extreme” amounts of discomfort during screening. Technologists reported that patients who...
have had prior biopsies and lumpectomies have a similar amount of discomfort to women with dense breasts.

**Discomfort as a function of imaging protocols**

Technologists reported that 80% of moderate-to-extreme discomfort could be contributed to “length of compression time” (27%) and “compression force” (53%). As the standard breast screening involves a minimum of four breast views, these factors are particularly important to consider (Figure 3).

With respect to the breast on the platform, technologists were asked to rate the level of patient discomfort for: 1) coolness of breast platform; 2) pinching at chest wall; 3) hard edges of breast platform and 4) hard edges of paddle. “Pinching at chest wall” and “hard edges of breast platform” were cited significantly more times ($P<0.05$) than coolness and edges of paddle (Figure 4).

**Psychology of discomfort**

“Proper communication of exam expectations” was rated to have significantly more impact on patient discomfort as compared to the other options. Lower compression force and softer paddles were the features cited next as potentially having the most impact on patient discomfort (Figure 5).

These findings are consistent with past research, which reported that the level of care a patient receives from the technologist may outweigh the actual physical discomfort experienced during the examination. This finding suggests that the psychological aspect of an examination is just as important, if not more important, than physical aspects. Similarly, in a study focused on the patient experience during magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), $^{13}$ patients reported that a trustful dialog with the radiographer was crucial in helping to manage “fear, discomfort and feelings of loss of self-control”.

Although patients have reported experiencing intense pain or discomfort in past studies, it is noteworthy that studies
have also documented that patients report their experience to be less painful than anticipated. In the same study, 26% of patients reported anxiety as a factor that may interfere with scheduling their subsequent screens – an example of how psychology affects both the perception of pain and attitudes toward mammography in general.

Addressing discomfort

The results from this study used the technologists’ independent assessments of patient discomfort, which appear to confirm a number of findings from previous studies that reported discomfort and anxiety to be prevalent in various patient populations. The findings suggest that from a patient demographic perspective, Asian women, patients with dense breasts and those who have had previous procedures, experience significantly more discomfort than other demographic groups. In addition, the act of compression, coupled with length of compression time, continues to be a primary contributor to discomfort.

In a study on positron emission tomography (PET)/MRI, patient comfort during examination was reported to be “mandatory” for patient compliance and for image quality. This need for improved comfort was accomplished by shorter examination times and fairly comfortable positioning. This study found that 26% of technologists reported that discomfort associated with mammography impacts patient satisfaction and that 36% of the technologists believe that “fear of pain during a mammogram” impacts screening compliance (Figure 6).

Although the imaging modality in the study of Stahr et al is different, the idea of patient comfort as a core requirement is an important consideration for mammography practices. The findings of this and previous studies on other modalities suggest that by increasing technologist–patient communication, considering examination equipment (e.g., paddle and platform shapes) related to comfort and using more comfortable positioning techniques, patient discomfort in breast imaging centers could be decreased. Although compression is necessary to stabilize the breast, other viable approaches may affect “perceived” patient comfort.

One such approach is the use of radiolucent breast cushion products already available in the market. In a study by Miller et al, the use of breast cushions was found to decrease the amount of discomfort experienced by patients. At sites that did not use a breast cushion as the standard of care, technologists who had access to breast cushions reported using the pads primarily for patients who expressed anxiety over the pending examination. Based on the aforementioned findings, it is likely that more frequent use of breast pads would decrease the amount of discomfort and support screening compliance.

In addition to the use of breast cushions, breast imaging centers wanting to positively impact routine screening participation may want to consider other methods to increase psychological and physical comfort. One such method is to develop initiatives to maximize time in room with patients, facilitating improved communication. While increased communication with the patient may increase upfront time, it may reduce positioning time, as patients are more comfortable and understand examination expectations.

Study limitations

Although the research in this study revealed a number of findings and opportunity areas from a unique perspective...
(the technologist point of view of the patients’ experiences), there were a number of study limitations that should be noted. The findings of this study were limited to perceptions that technologists have regarding the patient experience with respect to patient discomfort. This research was not validated by actual patient data.

As a survey-based study, limited information was available regarding the respondents themselves. For instance, detailed facility information was not captured, in which case it is not known whether geography or facility type could have been skewed in one direction. Survey research is based on recall, which is based on memory and past experiences. To this end, some participants may have developed perceptions or biases overtime that cannot be readily detected in surveys.

Conclusion

This study provides a technologist perspective regarding the “whys” of patient discomfort during imaging. This is a unique perspective, as little to no research has been conducted to date using this perspective. The findings from the study confirm some of what has been reported to date and challenge other findings.

The findings from this study suggest that multiple factors, including psychological and physical, ethnicity and age, may impact breast discomfort during mammography. Breast imaging system manufacturers and centers should consider approaches to reduce discomfort – both perceived and physical – in order to promote screening compliance and ultimately early detection. Breast imaging centers may benefit from focusing continuing medical education activities around positioning technique and communication. Although more research is needed, it is apparent that the patient experience of comfort and pain during mammography is an area warranting increased attention, research and solutions.
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